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Introduction

Objective of this Document

This document describes release contents of intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

External Site URLs listed in this Document

External URLs that are listed in this document are effective as of December, 2014.

Changes from intra-mart Accel Collaboration 2014 Summer

Summary of Additional Functions

Common
Added items that can be used in rich text.

Added setting to fix sending mail address of notification mail uniformly.
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Even if the user who sets invalid mail address to the destination address is included, it was
made to send mail to all users who are specified without terminating the operation
prematurely.

Information
Added a function that can copy URL to display specific information.

Schedule
Added a function to filter by posts in user search of schedule.

Added a schedule linkage function using CalDAV.

Added a function that can copy URL to display specific schedule.

Added a function that can shift the display of schedule (week) by day.

Added a function that can set colors for each schedule.

Uniformed operations of See More.

Improved the input operation of schedule search portlet by automatically expanding the input
width.

File library
Added a function that can copy URL to download a specific file in the file library.

Smart Phones
Added icons on menu of Smart Phones version intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

System Requirements

Server Requirements

Added Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.

Added JDK 8 as operation environment.

Client Requirements

Changed Google Chrome 35 → 39.

Changed Safari 7 → 7.1.

Changed iPhone device iOS 7.0.4 or above → iOS 8.1 or above.

Changed iPad device iOS 7.0.4 or above → iOS 8.1 above.

Validated Environment

Server Environment

Added Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.

Added JDK 8 as operation environment.

Client Environment

Changed Google Chrome 35 → 39.

Changed Safari 7 → 7.1.
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Changed validation device iPhone 5s → iPhone 6 , iPhone 6 Plus.

Changed validation device iPad(3G) → iPad Air.

Changed verification OS of Smart Phones iOS 7.0.4 → iOS 8.1.

Third-party Library

Additions/Changes

Added ZeroClipboard 1.3.5.

Eliminations

There is no third-party library that has been eliminated.

Limitations / Known Issues

[Added Limitations / Known Issues]

Schedule (PC)

If you specify the value other than [1] to week’s interval, schedule will not be displayed
properly on CalDAV client.

Information (PC)

About Distribution Mail at Article Registration Time

Workspace (PC)

In case of workspace/GroupBox display, layout of text area in rich text format may be
corrupted depending on the browser size.

CalDav(common)

There are limitations on the request in CalDAV communication.

User password is required to perform CalDAV linkage.

Participants cannot be selected when the schedule is registered.

Facility reservation cannot be made when schedule is registered.

Schedule of time zone that is not supported in intra-mart Accel Collaboration cannot be
registered.

Client reminder (alarm) setting is not supported.

Participants and facilities cannot be accessed at schedule reference time.

Participants and facilities cannot be changed at schedule update time.

When the schedule synchronization is to be made, E tags of all schedule data for the target
term should always be obtained.

If start/end date and time of the schedule is out of CalDAV obtaining subject period,it will not
be displayed even if it is right after the registration and update.

Iteration conditions for schedule registration and update are limited only to the ones that can
be specified by the schedule function of intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

Iteration interval that can be specified when registering or updating weekly schedule for each
iteration type is [1] only.
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Schedule with more than [2] iteration interval for each week is not displayed correctly on
CalDAV client.

In case [No iteration limit] is specified when iteration schedule is registered or updated,
schedule and event of maximum term in the setting file are registered.

Only daily, weekly, or monthly can be specified to iteration type at iteration schedule
registration or update time.

Interval cannot be specified when registering or updating daily schedule for each iteration
type.

Number of times of iterations cannot be specified for iteration schedule registration or
update.

Only one date can be specified for the monthly iteration when registering and updating
monthly schedule for each iteration type.

Data which is outside the obtaining period of CalDAV schedule setting file will also be
displayed.

Regular schedule that you declined in the schedule of intra-mart Accel Collaboration will be
displayed on CalDAV client.

Schedule registration by inputting number of characters that exceed maximum number limit
in the description field of intra-mart Accel Collaboration can be made.

When schedule is displayed by CalDAV client, update can be performed even if CalDAV
operation user was excluded from participants by other users.

When the schedule is updated by CalDAV client, following invalid behavior would result if
the schedule type is switched between regular/normal.

CalDAV（Thunderbird Lightning）

Only one CalDAV account may be registered for one server in Thunderbird Lightning.

For the schedule of time zone that is not supported in Thunderbird Lightning, warning would
be displayed at reference time.

In case iteration schedule is registered in Thunderbird Lightning, end date may not match
with the date you have specified.

In case daily schedule for each iteration type is registered in Thunderbird Lightning,
weekdays cannot be specified.

If you change only the start date without changing the end date of regular schedule, end
date will also be changed.

CalDAV（iPhone）

Synchronization setting on iPhone device is invalid.

Display name and color of calendar are fixed throughout the system.

The color edited on the device will revert to the system setting by deleting the account and
re-registering it.

Calendar name that was edited on iPhone device will be reverted to the system setting by
synchronization.

On iPhone device, schedule cannot be registered by specifying the last date of each month
as the iteration condition.

If you failed to register the schedule on iPhone device, the failed schedule will remain
displayed on the screen.

[Updated Limitations / Known Issues]
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There is no updated limitations or known issues.

[Deleted Limitations / Known Issues]

Schedule (PC)

Notification contents of participation declination of watching user is the one for schedule
deletion.

About Copy of Schedule when Extention items are used

Common (Smart Phones)

For user search (keyword) on Smart Phones, invalid user for department belonging is
displayed in the search result.

Function List

Shown below is the Function List of this product. Functions of this product support the following user

locale settings.

Japanese

English

Chinese (Simplified)

For the specifications and setting method of each function, please refer to the respective manuals,

setup guides, and so on.

Function Function Summary

Schedule Function by which users share their schedules among group members.

ToDo Functions by which tasks need to be done are registered as [ToDo] and progress

management is made.

Message Memo Function by which message memo is passed from user to user.

Information Function by which company internal information and technical information can be

posted.

File Library Function by which document created by various applications are managed as

shared document.

Shared Address

Book

Function by which personal information is managed and viewed.

Workspace Function by which particular task (work) is jointly worked with the necessary

members.

Personal

Setting

Function to set each function setting.
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Portlet Following portlets are available.

Schedule Personal (Day)

Schedule Personal (Week)

Schedule Search

Information/Article List

File Library

Function Function Summary

System Requirements

System requirements for this version are as follows.

Server Requirements

Type Product Name

Operating System Windows Server 2008 R2

Windows Server 2012

Windows Server 2012 R2

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

(IBM AIX 7 is outside the scope of support)

Hardware

PC that allows stable execution of respective OS

(CPU 3GHz or above is recommended)

Necessary memory capacity (JVM)

Recommended minimum configuration is 4GB or above

Necessary disc capacity

1GB or above (intra-mart Accel Platform, intra-mart Accel Collaboration only)

JDK

Java Platform, Standard Edition 7 Development Kit
Java Platform, Standard Edition 8 Development Kit

Resin only

Web Application Server
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Resin 4.0.40

WebSphere Application Server 8.5.5

Oracle WebLogic Server 12c (12.1.1)

Database

Oracle Database 11g Release 2

Oracle Database 12c Release 1

PostgreSQL 9.2

PostgreSQL 9.3

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2

Microsoft SQL Server 2012

(IBM DB2 is outside the scope of support)

Apache Cassandra

(only when IMBox is used)

Apache Cassandra 1.1.12

Web Server

(only when Web Server is used)

Internet Information Services 7.5 (Windows Server 2008 R2)

Internet Information Services 8 (Windows Server 2012)

Internet Information Services 8.5 (Windows Server 2012 R2)

Apache HTTP Server 2.2 , 2.4 (DSO support version)

IBM HTTP Server 8.5 (WebSphere Application Server 8.5.5only)

IM-Juggling

Version:1.0-20141201

* Operating System (Japanese, Chinese, English OS)

Windows Server 2008 R2 (64bit)

Windows Server 2012 (64bit)

Windows Server 2012 R2 (64bit)

Windows 7 (32bit, 64bit)

Windows 8.x desktop (32bit, 64bit)
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* JDK

Java Platform, Standard Edition 7 Development Kit

Java Platform, Standard Edition 8 Development Kit

Note

Please click tool bar  (for this application) to confirm im-Juggling tool version which was

already set up.

Version number will be displayed at the lower left of the pop-up to be displayed.

The latest version as of 2014-12-01 is [ 1.0-20141201 ].

Warning

The version below or above is required for JDK.

Java SE Development Kit 7u67 or above

Warning

Character code which is used in intra-mart Accel Collaboration is only UTF-8.

intra-mart Accel Platform

intra-mart Accel Platform 2014 Summer

It conforms to the server requirements of intra-mart Accel Platform to be used.

Client Requirements

Type Hardware OS Browser Client

Type

PC PC/AT

Compatibles

Windows 7 SP1 Internet Explorer 8

Internet Explorer 9

Internet Explorer 10

Internet Explorer 11

Google Chrome 39 or above

Firefox ESR 24

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]
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Windows 8 Internet Explorer 10 (Internet Explorer

for desktop)

Google Chrome 39 or above

Firefox ESR 24

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

Windows 8.1 Internet Explorer 11 (Internet Explorer

for desktop)

Google Chrome 39 or above

[PC]

[PC]

Mac Mac OS 10.9 or

above

Safari 7.1 or above [PC]

Smart

Phones

iPhone device

iPad device

Android device

iOS 8.1 or above

iOS 8.1 or above

Android 2.3.6

Android 4 or

above

Safari

Safari

Standard browser

Standard browser

[SP]

[PC]

[SP]

[SP]

Caution

Reminder for Windows XP and Google Chrome Frame’s end of support

Windows XP and Google Chrome Frame became outside the scope of support for our

company’s products (old updated version is included).

Descriptions related to the above will be removed from each document.

Reference：http://www.intra-mart.jp/developer/news/2014/01/windows-xp-intra-mart.html

(Japanese)

Note

Both 32bit and 64bit devices are supported as client devices.

Note

Flash function is partly used to create the screens below.

Adobe Flash Player 15 or later (as of 2014-12-01) should be installed in

the device being used.

・Schedule - [Schedule Reference] screen

・Information - [Article Detail] screen

・File Library - [File List] screen

Warning

Combinations of OS and the browser that are not included in
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the client requirements are not supported.

For example, following combinations are outside the scope of

support. Please be careful.

・Windows 7 + Internet Explorer 9 (Windows 7 ServicePack

is not applicable)

・Windows Server 2008 R2 + Internet Explorer 9 (browser

use on server OS) etc.

Warning

[Compatible Mode] of Internet Explorer is outside the scope of support.

Warning

If Google Chrome is used on Windows 8 / 8.1, Windows 8 mode would be

outside the scope of support.

Warning

Internet Explorer 11 should be of the update version 11.0.4(KB2925418) or

above.

Warning

Internet Explorer 10 and 11 (Internet Explorer with Windows UI) are outside

the scope of support.

Please refer to the followings for Internet Explorer 10 and 11.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/ja-JP/library/ie/hh771832(v=vs.85).aspx

(Japanese)

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/ie/hh771832(v=vs.85).aspx

(English)

http://msdn.microsoft.com/zh_CN/library/ie/hh771832(v=vs.85).aspx

(Chinese)

Warning

Android devices may not function properly depending on device types and

browsers.
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Warning

Android tablets and iPad are not included in the client requirements.

Warning

Firefox of the extended support version for corporate is supported.

Please refer to the following for details.

http://www.mozilla.jp/business/downloads/ (Japanese)

Client Requirements (CalDAV)

Type Hardware Client Device

PC

SP

PC/AT Compatibles

iPhone Device

Thunderbird 31.2.0 + Lightning 3.3.1

iOS 8.1

Validated Environment

Following are the combinations of intra-mart products and other company’s middleware products
that have been verified.

Server Environment

Standalone Configuration

OS JDK Web Server Web Application

Server

Database

Red Hat Enterprise

Linux 7

Oracle

JDK7

Apache HTTP

Server 2.4

Resin 4.0.40 Microsoft SQL

Server 2012

Windows Server 2012

R2

Oracle

JDK8

 Resin 4.0.40 Oracle Database 12c

Release 1
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Red Hat Enterprise

Linux 6

* built as IBM

PureSystems

IBM

JDK7

IBM HTTP Server

8.5

WebSphere

Application Server

8.5.5

PostgreSQL 9.3

Note

JDBC drivers that are used for connecting to the database for every verification

environment are verified by Type4 (Non XA).

Warning

JDBC driver that intra-mart Accel Collaboration uses is JDBC 4. JDBC 4.1 has not been

verified yet.

Warning

Verifications above are for IPv4 environment. Verifications under IPv6 environment have

not been done.

Warning

Problems caused by products other than intra-mart (OS, JDK, Database, Mail server etc)

are outside the scope of our support.

Client Environment

PC

OS Browser Client Type

Windows 7 SP1 Internet Explorer 8

Internet Explorer 9

Internet Explorer 10

Google Chrome 39

Firefox ESR 24.5

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]

[PC]
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Windows 8.1 Internet Explorer 11(Internet Explorer for desktop) [PC]

Mac OS 10.9 Safari 7.1 [PC]

Smart Phones

OS Browser Device Type Client Type

iOS 8.1 Safari iPhone 6 , iPhone 6 Plus

iPad Air

[SP]

[PC]

Android 4.0 Standard Browser NTT Docomo GALAXY SⅢ

SC-06D

[SP]

CalDAV Client

OS Client

Windows 7 SP1 Thunderbird 31.2.0 + Lightning 3.3.1

iOS 8.1 iPhone 6 , iPhone 6 Plus

Third-party License List

Third-party Version License URL

FullCalendar 1.5.4 MIT/GPL http://fullcalendar.io/

Raphaël 2.1.0 MIT http://raphaeljs.com/

jQuery.timepicker 1.0.0 MIT http://jonthornton.github.io/jquery-timepicker/

hibernate 4.1.0

Final

ASL http://hibernate.org/subprojects/validator.html

iCal4j 1.0.3 Original http://ical4j.sourceforge.net/introduction.html

meioMask 1.1.5 MIT https://github.com/fabiomcosta/jquery-meiomask

google-api-client 1.15.0-

rc

ASL https://code.google.com/p/google-api-java-client/

google-oauth-

client

1.15.0-

rc

ASL https://code.google.com/p/google-oauth-java-client/

google-http-client 1.15.0-

rc

ASL https://code.google.com/p/google-http-java-client/

google-http-

client-jackson2

1.15.0-

rc

ASL https://code.google.com/p/google-api-java-client/
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google-api-

services-

calendar

v3-

rev44-

1.15.0-

rc

ASL https://developers.google.com/google-apps/calendar/

ZeroClipboard 1.3.5 MIT http://zeroclipboard.org/index-v1.x.html

Third-party Version License URL

Limitations

Overall

About organization to be supported

Only the default organization set of intra-mart Accel Platform is supported.

About the Department Log-in User belongs to

If the user does not belong to any department, registration/update process cannot be performed, and it

transitions to the error scren.

If the user belongs to multiple departments, it is required to switch the belonging by the setting in intra-

mart Accel Platform, and make clear the belonging department the operation is intended for.

About Authorization Setting

If the company’s authorization setting has not been done for users using Collaboration (no authorization

is in place for the company the user belongs to), it may not function properly.

About Function Administrator

If the user who belongs to multiple companies is set as Function Administrator, the user will become

the function administrator for all companies the user belongs to.

User who belongs to multiple companies cannot become the function administrator for a particular

company only.

About Owner of Each Function

With regard to the functions below, you can set the [Owner] who can handle management functions.
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Users who are set as owners by function administrator or collaboration administrator will be

automatically given the owner role for intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

Owner role thus given should not be changed from the tenant management function of intra-mart Accel

Platform.

It is necessary to set/remove owner status from respective function screen of intra-mart Accel

Collaboration.

Shared Address Book

File Library

Information

Schedule

About [version5.0] and [version6.0] Theme

Display may be corrupted depending on the screens.

About Character Limitations

For items that have limitation on the number of displayable characters like no more than 100 characters,

display may be corrupted, if surrogate pair characters are included.

Moreover, single byte Japanese Yen symbol cannot be used.

About Multi-Language Support

Uninstalling the language in the middle of operation is not recommended for intra-mart Accel
Platform.
It is outside the scope of support for intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

Under the multi-language operation, error may occur if various multi-language master items of
IM-Common Master are inputted.

About File Batch Download (File Library/File Shared Items)

For File Library and File Shared Items, multiple files can be consolidated into one compressed
ZIP file and downloaded.
However, if the name of each file compressed in the ZIP file includes characters that are neither
single-byte alphanumeric characters nor Japanese characters, each file name in the compressed
file may be corrupted.

If the files with the same file names are downloaded at the same time, only 1 file can be
downloaded.

About File Upload

Files with the same file name cannot be uploaded at the same time.
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About File Download

If the name of the file includes ; (semicolon), file name after the semicolon will be lost when the file is

downloaded.

About Dialog Display

Indicator when displaying the dialog (loading...) may not be applied to the entire dialog displayed.

About Display of Organization Name

Since the company department names displayed on the reference screens for each function are saved

as anap shots, they may be displayed even if they are not authorized for the log-in user.

About System Start/End Date

Dates that are handled by each function of intra-mart Accel Collaboration should be in the system start

date to system end data range of intra-mart Accel Platform.

About Notification Mail

Depending on the mail software (example: MS Outlook) desitination field of received notification
maill may show “undisclosed-recipients”.

Format of displayed date in notification mail body and IMBox message notification will be the
fixed format (yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm) for the system regardless of personal setting.

If the body of contents exceeds the maximum limit of IMBox message (1000 characters for
standard), IMBox notification cannot be made.

About External Linkage (linkage with Google Calendar)

If you create the user with the same user code that was previously used, external linkage setting
will remain.

About Setup by SQLServer

When the table datea of tenant environment setup is created, “Warning: Maximum key length is 900

bytes.” is displayed.

In this case, if the value of company code, classification code, or classification item code of IM-Common

Master should exceed 80 characters during operation, SQL error will occur when the following functions

are registered or updated.

Schedule
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File Library

Information

Shared Address Book

PC

Common(PC)

About Cut/Copy/Paste in Rich Text Edition

Warning message is displayed when you press the following icons located at the upper part of menu in

rich text edit in chrome and you cannot do Cut/Paste/Copy.

Cut

Paste

Copy

Copy (Excel)

Copy (Word)

Schedule(PC)

About Schedule List Screen

On the Schedule (Day) Screen, if there are too many events, display width (height) of schedule
may become extremely narrow.

If you register 3 schedule items for the same period, only the width of the first schedule item is
displayed widely on Schedule Personal (Day) Screen.

When you scale in/out the browser, time grid and the schedule cell on the Schedule List Screen
may be displayed with some gap.

Calendar before January 1970 cannot be displayed.

About Regular Schedule

When you edit the regular schedule and regular event, you should create them with new
conditions after
deleting all regular schedules and events for conditions that are specified in the edit method
selection.
Therefore, reminder notification or attachment files that were set in the previous regular schedule
and regular event will also be deleted.
They will not be inherited to the regular schedule and event which are newly created.

About Watch
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Only when the users that are being watched participate in the public schedule or public event,
message notification to IMBox is made.

About Actions in case there are multiple participants to the scheduled event and these
multiple users have cancelled the participation at the same time

Since the schedule or event that does not use the facility will not lock the facility, multiple cancellation

processes may run in parallel.

In this case, date of schedule and event that are not displayed on the screen will remain in the

database.

About Reminder Notification and Summary Notification

If the summary notification is set to the start date/time or end date/time of summer time,
followings will happen.

If it is set to the exact start time of summer time, summary notification is not sent.

If it is set to the exact end time of summer time, summary notifications are sent twice.

Schedule and event will be the subject for summary notification. [ToDo], [Event Calendar], and
[External Linkage 1-5] that are displayed in function linkage will not be notified.

About Category Display on Facility Category Management Screen

With regard to the auto-complete function of facility, there is limitation on the number of search
results from the input value.
Access authority is judged from these limited number of search results and only the displayable
facilities are displayed. Therefore, expected facility may not be displayed in the search result.

With regard to the search in facility selection dialog, there is limitation on the number of search
results from the input value.
Access authority is judged from these limited number of search results and only the displayable
facilities are displayed. Therefore, expected facility may not be displayed in the search result.

About Display Sequence Change Dialog of Facility Category Management in Schedule
Management Menu

If you close (minimize) the folder that was once expanded, numerous horizontal lines of afterimages

may be displayed.

About Year, Month, Day of Calendar

Please do not register the calendar date outside the range [January 1,1970-December 31, 2999].

Display on smart phones will be corrupted.
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About Availability Status Confirmation and Candidate Date Search

External linkage data is out of scope.

About Display Color of Schedule Screen on Internet Explore

If Internet Explorer 10 or 11 is used, even if you set gradation to display color of schedule, it will not be

displayed in gradation.

Moreover, even if you select the color by color picker, only the frames will reflect the color in the sample

display.

About Display Color of Schedule Screen on Firefox ESR 24

If FireFox ESR 24 is used, even if you set gradation to display color of schedule it will not be displayed

in gradation.

About Behavior when Shared Group is deleted in Oracle WebLogic Server

If you delete the shared group in WebLogic environment, sometimes it may take time to reflect a

common group access authority.

Users who are included in the deleted shared group will be displayed on the user search result in

schedule.

In this case, it is immediately reflected by doing update by pressing the save button on the common

shared access authority setting screen.

About Schedule Simple Registration Screen

When Internet Explorer 11 is used, after closing schedule simple registration dialog that can be

displayed on schedule list screen by ESC key,

you may not be able to display the schedule simple registration dialog even if you try to display it again.

If you specify the value other than [1] to week’s interval, schedule will not be displayed
properly on CalDAV client.

If you specify the value other than [1] to week’s interval, schedule will not be displayed properly on

CalDAV client.

ToDo(PC)

About ToDo which was created by linkage with Check List item of Workspace Function

Even if the ToDo is removed as a member of applicable workspace, the ToDo will remain in the ToDo

Completion List/Incompletion list.
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Message Memo(PC)

About Editing Title Template Statement

While doing the save process of Title Templates Statement after edit, if the corresponding template

statement has already been deleted, instead of transitioning to the error screen [Message Memo Title

Template Statement cannot be loaded], the error message [You are not authorized to update the

Message Memo Title Template Statement] is displayed.

Information(PC)

About Display Sequence Change Dialog of Category Management in Information
Management Menu

When you close (minimized) the category that was once expanded, numerous horizontal afterimages

may be displayed.

About Article Registration Screen Operation in Internet Explorer

If Internet Explorer 11 is used, when you switch from [Plain Text] radio button to [Rich Text] radio button

in article registration screen,

text area does not switch to the rich text format.

About Temporary Save for Workflow Approval Function

[Application Flow] item which should be inputted in the category in which workflow approval is required

will not be saved in the temporary save on new registration screen.

About Application Contents Screen for Workflow Approval Function

Even if you click application icon on the application screen of workflow, category cannot be specified in

the application contents screen of workflow.

Therefore, the specified flow would not be in selected status, and [Application Flow] item is not

displayed.

About Smart Phones Contents Screen for Workflow Approval Function

Smart Phones do not support workflow contents screen for workflow approval function.
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About Application for Workflow Approval Function

Only flow and comments can be specified in applying to workflow in workflow approval function in

Information.

Other parameters such as process target user for dynamic approval cannot be specified.

About Actions when Workflow Approval Function Setting is switched

For the category in which an article under workflow matter processing is registered, if the change is

saved for the corresponding category

when the setting value of workflow approval function setting is set to false, the consequent status will be

as follows :

If the setting value of workflow approval function setting is set to true, delete operation cannot be
made for the corresponding category.

If the setting value of workflow approval function setting is set to true, delete operation cannot be
made for the article under workflow matter processing which was registered in the corresponding
category.

Followings countermeasures are available :

When the setting value of workflow approval function setting is true, you can delete the article
under workflow matter processing registered in the corresponding category from article
management screen.
By deleting the article under workflow matter processing, deletion for the corresponding category
can be made.

When the setting value of workflow approval function setting is false, the corresponding article
and category would be deleted.

About Matter applied from Information Article Registration

For the matter applied from information article registration, approval by continuous processing cannot

be made.

If the approval by continuous processing is executed, the target matter is approved but it transitions to

the error screen,

and so you cannot do the process continuously.

About Distribution Mail at Article Registration Time

For the information article registration, a part of article distribution mail contents may be corrupted if you

put consecutive single-byte space characyers in rich text format.

You have the following countermeasure.

Characters will not be corrupted by specifying “UTF-8” for character code of javamail-config_{locale

ID}.xml.
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File Library(PC)

About File List Screen

In case Internet Explorer 9 is used, selectable range will vary depending on the column when columns

are displayed on the File List Screen.

About Display Sequence Change Dialog of Folder Management in File Library
Management Menu

When the folder which was once expanded is closed (minimized), numerous horizontal line afterimages

may be displayed.

Workspace(PC)

About Linkage with IMBox

Following processes are not allowed even for collaboration administrator or workspace function

administrator.

Re-creation of group box that is linked with workspace

Change of IMBox group box name when workspace name is changed
When the workspace name is changed, there is a linkage to change IMBox group box name.
However, change of workspace name by administrator does not result in the change of group
box name.

About Item Addition

If other workspace member deletes the item immediately after the member added the item in the

workspace, the deleted item may remain added depending on the broadcast notification timing.

Clicking the [Latest Information] icon on the upper right of workspace main screen will display the

contents that have the latest update.

About Display Sequence Change of Item on Workspace Main Screen

If multiple users perform the operations of changing display sequence of items at the same time,

expected display sequence may not result.

About Broadcast Distribution when Title of Item is edited
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If multiple users do item title editing at the same time, the title is displayed with the updated contents

from other user on the user screen which was updated at the last.

Actual latest data is the one which was finally updated, but this happens because the previous updated

contents are received by the broadcast distribution.

In this case, clicking the [Latest Information] icon on the upper right of workspace main screen will

display the contents with the latest update.

About Broadcast Distribution of Date and Time Item

About date and time items in general, broadcast distribution will be performed with date and time display

in updater’s time zone.

Therefore, if the user who has different time zone setting updates the item, there will be a difference

from the date and time display of user who receives the distribution.

In this case, clicking [Latest Information] icon on the upper right of workspace main screen will display

the contents with the date and time properly.

About Pie Chart Percentages of Opinion Item

In the pie chart to be displayed in opinion item, total value of each opinion type may not be 100%.

About Inclusive Item Sorting in Maximum Display of Group Item

If you do display sequence change during maximum displaying, display sequence change may not be

reflected until you do the item refresh operation even if you switch it to normal display by [End

Maximization].

About Dialog Display after Particular Operation of Group Item in Internet Explorer 8

When Internet Explorer 8 is used, if you display dialog <*> to be displayed from operation menu after

the following operations, error message of stack overflow will be displayed.

Change item alignment sequence inside the group item.

Remove item inside the group item from group by pressing [End Maximization] icon.

If error is displayed, please close the error message by clicking OK button and display the screen again

with the latest display button.

<*> Item select dialog of group item or event registration dialog of event item etc.

About Date and Time Display of Task to be Broadcast distributed in Check List Item

If date and time are set for task registration or task edit, broadcast distribution will be performed with the

date and time display in the time zone of the registrant (or the updater) of the task.

In this case, clicking [Refresh] in item operation menu will display the correct date and time.
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About Schedule Display Color of Event Calendar Item in Internet Explorer

In case Internet Explorer 10 or 11 is used, even if you set the display color of schedule to gradation, it

will not be displayed in gradation.

Moreover, even if you select the color by color picker, only frames will reflect the color in the sample

display.

About Maximization of Group Item when Firefox ESR 24 is used

If broadcast notification is received when Firefox ESR 24 is used, maximization of group item in which

items are registered cannot be made.

Other operations such as title change of items cannot be performed in this status.

Following is the countermeasure.

It will revert to the normal status by updating the screen to the latest display.

In case of workspace/GroupBox display, layout of text area in rich text format may be
corrupted depending on the browser size.

In case of workspace/GroupBox display, layout of text area in rich text format may be corrupted if

browser size is small.

Personal Setting(PC)

About Mail Transmission

If the mail address does not exist in the profile of IM-Common Master which corresponds to the locale

set in the personal setting of intra-mart Accel Collaboration, mail will not be transmitted.

About Google OAuth2.0 Google Client Authentication Setting

If Internet Explorer 8 is used, client authentication setting cannot be saved.

In order to save the setting contents, it is necessary to register the environment to be used to the

trusted site in the internet option setting of Internet Explorer 8.

Smart Phones

Common(Smart Phones)
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About Screen Display

On the smart phone devices screen may not be displayed if a lot of the resource (such as memory and

CPU) are used for launching other applications or for viewing another sites by the browser.

Screen may not be also displayed if the process time gets longer because of signal reception status or

line congestion status.

If this situation arises, you can reload the screen, since the URL itself is for the intended screen.

About “See More”

When list information is displayed, if you do “See More” without refreshing the display when the display

sequence of the same information has been changed by other user, some information may not be

displayed.

In this case, please do re-search again by reloading the list display screent etc.

About Action when Screen is reloaded on Browser

If the screen is reloaded, display contents and input contents of the transition origin screen will be

initialized when Back operation is made.

If the reloading is done on the dialog type screen, it will be closed.

About Screen Displayed in Dialog Format

Cache may remain depending on the devices and browsers being used, and modified html may not be

reflected immediately.

This symptom does not occur on screens created in jssp format, but may occur on screens created by

standard html.

If the modification is not reflected, please delete the cache of the browser.

About Select Box

If the character string of item is too long, it may be displayed as truncated.

About Display Position of Contents of Select Box

Because of the jQuery Mobile standard function, it may be displayed a little towards the left from the

center.

About Back Button and Forward Button of Device (Browser)

Please do not use the Back Button or Forward Button of the device (browser).

It may cause problems depending on the situation.
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About Date Selection Component

If you have changed [Month] of drumroll from the month of fewer days to the month of more days when

you select the date, number of days of drumroll [Day] after the change would be the number of days of

the month before the change.

For example, if the month is changed from April to May, only 30 days will be displayed to drumroll [Day].

This phenomenon occurs only on iPhone.

Schedule(Smart Phones)

About Display Color of Schedule

Even if you set the display color and gradation in schedule display setting on PC, gradation is not

reflected and only the color will be reflected on the calendar display on Smart Phones.

About Display Sequence of Schedule

Sequence of elements such as schedule, event, and event calendar cannot be changed, and it is

different from the sequence of initial value of PC version.

About Function to scroll up to Today on the Schedule List

Scroll may not take place depending on the number of schedules to be displayed.

About Character Color of Date on Calendar

In the calendar maintenance of intra-mart Accel Platform, color of date[black(#000000)] is displayed as

[white(#fff)] on smart phones.

About Year, Month, Date of Calendar

Please do not register or display the calendar date outside the range [January 1, 1970-December 31,

2999].

About Availability Status Confirmation

External linkage date is outside the scope.

About Schedule External Linkage (Google Calendar)

In case you cannot obtain Goolge calendar data due to error or other reasons, schedule data of intra-

mart Accel Collaboration is not displayed either.

About Display Condition of Schedule
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About Display Condition of Schedule

If you do screen transition on schedule screen overall, display format (group, list, or calendar) which

was displayed before the transition, display date, user, or facility may be different.

File Library(Smart Phones)

About File Search Result

Result of the search by file name is displayed in the ascending order of file names, and it is different

from the sequence in PC version.

jQuery Mobile(Smart Phones)

About [Number of Items Display] and [Link Icon] of Select Box (multiple) in Lists with
Forms

[Number of Items Display] and [Link Icon] will be the same.

About Character Omission in Multi-Selection Select Box

Even if multiple items are selected or character string is long, abbreviated display (...) may not be

shown.

About Restoration of Display Position

[Back] function to restore the previously displayed position may not work depending on the vertical

length of screen.

CalDAV

CalDAV(Common)

There are limitations on the request in CalDAV communication.

Followings are the request types that are supported in CalDAV communication.

OPTIONS

PROPFIND

REPORT
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calendar-multiget

calendar-query
*Term designation of filter becomes invalid.

PUT

DELETE

User password is required to perform CalDAV linkage.

In order to perform CalDAV linkage, user password is required.

Users who do not have the password cannot use CalDAV linkage.

Participants cannot be selected when the schedule is registered.

When schedule is registered by using CalDAV client, participants are only registrants.

Facility reservation cannot be made when schedule is registered.

In case schedule is registered by using CalDAV client, facility reservation cannot be made at

registration time.

Schedule of time zone that is not supported in intra-mart Accel Collaboration cannot be
registered.

In CalDAV client, the schedule cannot be registered by specifying the time zone that is not supported by

intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

If the time zone that is not supported is specified, input parameter error occurs at schedule registration

time.

Client reminder (alarm) setting is not supported.

Reminder (alarm) setting of CalDAV client is not supported.

Participants and facilities cannot be accessed at schedule reference time.

In case schedule is referred to by using CalDAV client, information about participants and facilities of

the registered schedule cannot be accessed.

Participants and facilities cannot be changed at schedule update time.

In case you update the schedule by using CalDAV client, information about participants and facilities

cannot be changed when it is updated.
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When the schedule synchronization is to be made, E tags of all schedule data for the target
term should always be obtained.

When the schedule synchronization is to be made, E tags of all schedule data for the target term should

always be obtained.

If start/end date and time of the schedule is out of CalDAV obtaining subject period,it will
not be displayed even if it is right after the registration and update.

When you register or update the schedule with CalDAV client,

it will not be displayed in CalDAV client even if it is right after the registration or update if planned

start/end date and time is out of CalDAV obtaining subject period.

Contents of the registration and update are reflected as the schedule function data of intra-mart Accel

Collaboration at this point.

Iteration conditions for schedule registration and update are limited only to the ones that
can be specified by the schedule function of intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

If you register and update the schedule that has iteration conditions by using CalDAV client,

only a condition that can be specified by schedule function of intra-mart Accel Collaboration can be

specified for the iteration condition.

Please refer to the intra-mart Accel Collaboration / Schedule Users Operations Guide for the details of

iteration conditions.

Iteration interval that can be specified when registering or updating weekly schedule for
each iteration type is [1] only.

Iteration interval that can be specified when registering or updating weekly schedule for each iteration

type by CalDAV client is [1] only.

If you specify more than [2] as an iteration interval, input parameter error will occur.

Schedule with more than [2] iteration interval for each week is not displayed correctly on
CalDAV client.

Schedule that has more than [2] iteration interval for each week is not displayed correctly on CalDAV

client.

Operations for the corresponding data also would be out of scope of operation warranty.

In case [No iteration limit] is specified when iteration schedule is registered or updated,
schedule and event of maximum term in the setting file are registered.

If you specify [No iteration limit] to iteration condition when you register the iteration schedule using

CalDAV client,
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schedule of the term up to the [Registerable Term] [Registerable number of items] in the setting file is

registered.

Only daily, weekly, or monthly can be specified to iteration type at iteration schedule
registration or update time.

Iteration type that can be used when you register and update the iteration schedule using CalDAV client

are daily, weekly, and monthly only.

Input parameter error will occur if you specify other types.

Interval cannot be specified when registering or updating daily schedule for each iteration
type.

You cannot specify the interval of iteration period when you register or update daily schedule for each

iteration type by using CalDAV client.

Input parameter error will occur if you specify the interval.

Number of times of iterations cannot be specified for iteration schedule registration or
update.

When you register and update the iteration schedule using CalDAV client, you cannot specify number of

times of iterations.

Number of times of iterations would be ignored even if it is specified and it will be registered as it is.

Only one date can be specified for the monthly iteration when registering and updating
monthly schedule for each iteration type.

Only one date can be specified for the monthly iteration when you register or update monthly schedule

for each iteration type by using CalDAV client.

Input parameter error will occur when you specify multiple dates for monthly iteration.

Data which is outside the obtaining period of CalDAV schedule setting file will also be
displayed.

Data which is outside the obtaining period of CalDAV schedule setting file will also be displayed,

if end date and start date of schedule were registered within the obtaining period.

Regular schedule that you declined in the schedule of intra-mart Accel Collaboration will be
displayed on CalDAV client.

If you decline only one day from the regular schedule in the schedule function of intra-mart Accel

Collaboration,
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schedule of the date declination was made for is displayed in the schedule of CalDAV client.

This phenomenon occurs because of iCalendar specifications.

Schedule registration by inputting number of characters that exceed maximum number limit
in the description field of intra-mart Accel Collaboration can be made.

If you register and update schedule using CalDAV client,

you can input number of characters that exceed maximum number limit in the description field of intra-

mart Accel Collaboration.

Schedule that was registered or updated exceeding the maximum number limit in the description field

cannot be updated by the schedule function of intra-mart Accel Collaboration if it remains exceeding the

limit number of 1000 characters.

CalDAV（Thunderbird Lightning）

Only one CalDAV account may be registered for one server in Thunderbird Lightning.

In Thunderbird Lightning, only one CalDAV account may be registered for one server because of the

specifications of Thunderbird.

For the schedule of time zone that is not supported in Thunderbird Lightning, warning
would be displayed at reference time.

The schedule of time zone that is not supported in Thunderbird Lightning would cause the warning to be

displayed at reference time.

Schedule time is displayed correctly and there is no impact on the update.

In case iteration schedule is registered in Thunderbird Lightning, end date may not match
with the date you have specified.

If you register the iteration schedule with the start time earlier than the current date/time in Thunderbird

Lightning,

the end date of schedule may not match with the date and time you have specified.

This phenomenon is caused by Thunderbird Lightning behavior.

In case daily schedule for each iteration type is registered in Thunderbird Lightning,
weekdays cannot be specified.

If you register daily schedule for each iteration type in Thunderbird Lightning, you cannot specify

weekdays.

If you register the schedule by specifying weekday, it will be ignored and the schedule will be registered
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for every day up to the iteration end date.

If you change only the start date without changing the end date of regular schedule, end
date will also be changed.

If you change only the start date without changing the end date of regular schedule in Thunderbird

Lightning, the end date will be changed as well.

This phenomenon is caused by Thunderbird Lightning behavior.

CalDAV(iPhone)

Synchronization setting on iPhone device is invalid.

Synchronization term setting on iPhone device is invalid.

Obtaining term and synchronization timing are always determined based on the setting value of CalDAV

schedule linkage setting in intra-mart Accel Collaboration.

Display name and color of calendar are fixed throughout the system.

On iPhone devices, display name and color of calendar would be fixed in the entire system.

The color edited on the device will revert to the system setting by deleting the account and
re-registering it.

The color you have edited on iPhone device would not be changed by synchronization, but it will be

reverted to the system setting if you delete and re-register the account.

Calendar name that was edited on iPhone device will be reverted to the system setting by
synchronization.

Calendar display name you have edited on iPhone device will be reverted to the system setting by

synchronization.

On iPhone device, schedule cannot be registered by specifying the last date of each month
as the iteration condition.

On iPhone device, you cannot register the schedule by specifying the last date of every month as the

iteration condition.

If you specify the last date of each month as the condition, input parameter error will occur.
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If you failed to register the schedule on iPhone device, the failed schedule will remain
displayed on the screen.

If you failed to register the schedule on iPhone device, failed schedule will remain displayed on the

screen.

The schedule for which registration failed would not be reflected as the data of schedule function of

intra-mart Accel Collaboration,

and it will disappear from the screen of iPhone device when synchronization is performed.

Known Issues

Followings are the known issues in this version.

PC

Common(PC)

Delete operation of attachment file in data registration may not be reflected.

If you upload the same file at data registration of schedule or ToDo consecutively, the file will be

attached when it is registered even though it is deleted from the attachment list.

Schedule(PC)

Users who are not authorized may be found in the search result of schedule.

If you remove the user authorization when a user who has authorization/schedule access authority is

included in the display set,

it will not be displayed in search result on user search (keyword) tab and user search (department) tab

of user search,

but it will be displayed on the display tab.

Error message may be displayed when tool tip of a facility is displayed by uer/facility search
dialog.

If you point the mouse to the facility without access authorization when you search a facility by

user/facility search dialog,

tool tip is not be displayed and error message [No authorization to refer the facilities] will be displayed.
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Alignment sequence of schedule participants may be different depending on schedule edit
screen and reference screen.

Alignment sequence of schedule participants may be differently displayed depending on the alignment

sequence of participants to be displayed on schedule edit screen and

the alignment sequence of participants to be displayed on schedule reference screen.

When you change parent category in facility category edit, it may not be updated even if
layer depth is within the setting upper limit.

If you changed a parent category when editing facility category on facility category/facility screen,

Sometimes error occurs even if the layer depth is within the setting upper limit and cannot be updated.

It occurs when all following conditions are reached.

Number of folders in just under the update subject folder exceeds the setting upper limit.

Optional folder other than TOP is specified to parent folder when updating.

Please refer to [Configuration File Reference] for the setting upper limit of layer depth.

About notification contents when the regular schedule is edited, the date and time in
registered schedule column may be wrong.

Notification contents when the regular schedule is edited is the date and time display the [Registered

Schedule Column] was converted in editor’s time zone.

Since even the time zone name has not been given, there will be inconsistency when the time zone of

editor and user who receives other notifications are different.

Notification contents when any of following edit methods is selected will be the subject.

If [Recreate this schedule or later] is selected in edit methods selection dialog.

If [Recreate a series of schedule] is selected in edit methods selection dialog.

Declination from schedule may not be notified.

If the participant declined from 2 person’s schedule, the declination may not be noticed.

Even if you delete the facility, folder for each facility remains in public storage.

If the facility that the image is registered is deleted, a folder remains in the public storage.

ToDo(PC)
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ToDo sequence may not be changed.

If the ToDo search is made, and there is no ToDo displayed, you cannot change the sequence of ToDo.

Message Memo(PC)

Multiple edit dialogs may be displayed on title template statement list screen.

If you click the Title Statement link multiple times on the Title Template Statement List Screen, multiple

edit dialogs may be displayed.

Multiple edit dialogs may be displayed on response status template statement screen.

If you click the Response Status Template Statement link multiple times on the Response Status

Templates Statement List Screen, multiple edit dialogs may be displayed.

Information(PC)

When you change parent category in category edition, it may not be updated even if the
layer depth is within the setting upper limit.

If you change a parent category when category edition on category management screen,

sometimes error occurs even if the layer depth is within the setting upper limit and cannot be updated.

It occurs when all the following conditions are reached.

Number of folders in just under the update subject folder exceeds the setting upper limit.

Optional folder other than TOP is specified to parent folder when updating.

Please refer to [Configuration File Reference] for the setting upper limit of layer depth.

If you switch to rich text when article is registered or edited, decoration tag will be
reflected.

When you switch it from plain text to rich text on article registration and edit screen,

decoration tag character string will not be escaped and it will be reflected as the decoration of rich text

without any change.

Access authority for the category may not operate properly.
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If the user who belongs to the department for which the user has valid access authority for the category

operates another department as current department for which user does not have valid access

authority,

the access authority for the category will be handled as valid.

File Library (PC)

When you upload multiple files at file registration, alignment sequence of file list and
description input field will be different.

If you select multiple files for file registration dialog,

display sequence of uploaded file list and alignment sequence of description input field for each file will

be different.

Alignment sequence of description input field is not specified and it will be changed even for the same

file.

If you upload it one by one, it will be added to the bottom.

When you change parent folder in folder edition, it may not be updated even if layer depth is
within the setting upper limit.

When you change a parent folder when folder editing on folder management screen,

sometimes error occurs and the update cannot be made even if the layer depth is whithin the setting

upper limit.

It occurs when all the following conditions are met.

Number of folders immediately under the update subject folder exceeds the setting upper limit.

Optional folder other than TOP is specified to the parent folder when updating.

Please refer to [Configuration File Reference] for the setting upper limit of layer depth.

Shared Address Book(PC)

Displaying sequence of address book list to be displayed on the access authorization
setting screen of shared address book(list) may be different every time it is displayed.

Displayed sequence of address book list to be displayed on the access authorization setting screen of

shared address book (list) may be different every time it is displayed.

Workspace(PC)
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If the broadcast notification that has excluded the reference item of group items is received,
the excluded item may disappear from the screen.

If the broadcast notification that has excluded the reference item of group items is received while group

view of group items is displayed,

it will be excluded from the group items when it returns to the workspace view but the excluded item

may disappear from the screen.

Following is the countermeasure.

By refreshing the screen to the latest status, items that were not shown on the screen will be displayed.

High-light that represents Today of event calendar item may be different.

If the time zone which is different from the time zone of client PC is specified on personal setting locale

screen of intra-mart Accel Platform,

high-light that represents today of event calendar item may be different from the actual date.

Smart Phones

Common(Smart Phones)

It transitions to the error screen if the personal tag is edited for the deleted data.

If you edit (apply) the personal tag for the deleted data, transition to the error screen (HTTP 500 statis)

will occur.

Schedule (Smart Phones)

When the schedule registration screen is opened, nothing may be set to [Notification].

When the schedule registration screen is opened, there may be cases where nothing is set in

[Notification] on particular devices.

If you try to register it as it is, the message [noticeTargetType is a mandatory item.] is displayed. Please

register it after setting the [Notification].

CalDAV

CalDAV(Common)
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When schedule is displayed by CalDAV client, update can be performed even if CalDAV
operation user was excluded from participants by other users.

When schedule is displayed by CalDAV client, update can be performed even if CalDAV operation user

was excluded from participants by other users.

When the schedule is updated by CalDAV client, following invalid behavior would result if
the schedule type is switched between regular/normal.

When the schedule is updated by CalDAV client, following symptom will occur if the schedule type is

switched between regular/normal.

Edit performed by CalDAV client is registered in intra-mart Accel Collaboration as a new
schedule.

Schedule that was edited is not displayed on CalDAV client.

Warranty Regulations

Contents and Subject for Warranty

On condition that your company uses this product within the scope of the warranty regulations

(hereafter called [this document])

and the requirements (which include but are not limited to system requirements)

and limitations that are set forth by all the contracts your company had with our company, our company

guarantees

to your company that this product shall perform as written in the latest version manual that is enclosed

in this product

and is shown in our company’s web site ( http://www.intra-mart.jp/document/library/?product=iac).

This warranty is applicable only when it is used for your company’s internal use.

With this warranty our company, wiht its own discreation, determines whether free or charge

replacement, repair, or

returning the money NTT DATA INTRAMART CORPORATION received from your company is

executed.

Actions by our company stated above shall be provided only to those who purchased our product and

completed the user registration

legally and correctly. Our company does not provide any other actions or warranties. Specifically, our

warranty does not apply to

the hardware and connected products on which this product is installed, and our warranty does not

apply to software, data, or any other information which are saved on them.
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Exclusion from the Warranty

Our warranty shall not be apply in the following cases.

Your company did not use this product within the scope of this document or the requirements
(including but are not limited to system requirements)
or limitations of all the contracts your company had with our company.

Malfunctions were caused by fire, earthquake, flood, thunder, gas poisoning, salt damage, or
other natural disasters, or by external causes such as public hazard.

It was caused by some unreasonable usage.

It was caused by the modification and alterations of our product by your company or third-party.

It was caused by the imcompatibility with software or hardware other than this product.

Disclaimer

Liability of our company with regard to this product, irrespective of any causes or reason, shall be

limited to the scope of responsibility which is defined in [Software Usage Permit Contract].

Relationship with Other Contracts

With regard to the warranty of this product, if there is any mismatch between the contracts your

company and our company had

and this document, description in this document shall have the priority.

Copyright and Special Remarks

intra-mart is a registered trademark of NTT DATA INTRAMART CORPORATION.

Oracle and Java are the registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation, its subsidiaries, and related

companies in USA and other countries.

Company names and product names in the document may be the trademarks or registered trademarks

of respective companies.

Other company names, product names, or service names are the trademarks or registered trademarks

of respective companies.

When you use this product, it is assumed that you agree to the license terms of software included in

this product.

End of Statement
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